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✖️
As WAFCA is an organization of international
cooperation located in Kariya, we want to raise
people of Kariya’s interest towards international

～

and social cooperation through different SDGs
activities. We also want to help notify activities of
NPOs and other communities who are restricted in
activities due to COVID. With such hope, we will
hold Kariya SDGs market.

We have prepared events for everyone from children to adult.
We look forward to welcoming you!

This year again, scholarship of 500 gen per student for 50 students
in total was prepared.

Students were selected by teachers, and an award ceremony will be
held until April.
As our first trial, we are planning to prepare a live broadcast of the
award ceremony.
We will let you know the details, please look forward to it.

On 26th and 27th February, WAFCA’s
charity goods were sold at the game of
the W league. This day, fair trade
chocolate of People tree and beads
keychain and hair band of WAFCA were
sold as a set, and they were successfully
sold out.
In two days, we gained

53,500 yen profit.

The members of the Shinkawa Elementary School Children's Association raised money and donated a
wheelchair (hand-held tricycle) to a Thai boy.

31,857

Donation amount：￥

Ye kun (15 years old) who lives in Chinat Province,
Thailand, who received the hand-held tricycle. Ye-kun,
who has never studied at school, wants to go to school with
this hand-held tricycle.
Thanks to the support of everyone at Shinkawa Elementary
School Ye kun and his family are doing their best with
positive feelings!
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On 23rd February, “Online WAFCABA event ~ let’s talk and hear about international
cooperation!” Was held by WAFCA interns.
Three WAFCA intern students gave a presentation on how they feel about being part of
WAFCA. Later, we were divided in groups and made serious discussions on disability and
international cooperations.
Thai and Indonesian noodles and snacks were sent to participants beforehand, and
were enjoyed throughout the event.

Gave a presentation on “Intersectionality”.
One person is made of sex, nationality, disability, skin
color and other factors.

During the discussion time,

His topic was about “Disability and environment”.

“Having a disability is not everything about a
person, but only one part of him or her.

We were able to realize the needs of people with
disabilities during disaster.

Through WAFCA, I learnt that the life of a
person with disability is greatly influenced
by the person’s environment”.

During the discussion, there was an opinion,
“I realized that we need to understand that a support

Mayumi Yamaguchi

with no change is not supportive for some people.
After realizing, I hope to think of a way and to
act for necessary support altogether.”

“Disability and work” was her topic. She gave examples of the work
environment of people with disabilities from different countries, and
discussed their challenges.

Shoichi Kitamura

During the discussion, “I learnt that both an inclusive working
environment, and a work environment composed mainly by disabled
people have advantages and disadvantages. It is not about which is
right or wrong, but it is important that we can choose the environment
together”.

Shoko Ogawa

Comment from
participants

✔︎ It was a precious learning time for an adult.
✔︎ I was persuaded to see young people confronting social contradictions.
✔︎ I felt everyone’s feeling and strength which made me happy and strong.

From 14th February to 31st March, we are holding a WAFCA new
member campaign.
We would like to give an original bag designed by a handicapped child
Winadda from Thailand, to our new members who entered during this
campaign.

Check！

Also, current members also have a chance to get this original bag by
introducing their friends.
Let’s increase WAFCA friends!

■Members

■Members

++

with voting rights

￥4,800/ In a year

￥3,000/ In a year

With or without disabilities, education for a child is very
important where the child grows inside a society, gains
knowledge, and grows with confidence. WAFCA’s educational
support program aims to support the child’s challenges and
thoughts.
WAFCA aims to raise 2,000,000 yen in the year 2022, and until now we
have raised 1,465,000 yen. We are able to achieve our aim with 535,000 yen
(currently end of February). We are waiting for your support.
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